A swivel seat for work vehicle includes an operator seat mounted on a seat swivel, the seat swivel defining a central aperture through which at least one hydraulic line with a swivel extends.
SWIVEL SEAT WITH HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to seats for work vehicles. In particular it relates to swivel seats having hydraulically adjustable components.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Work vehicles, such as agricultural machines and construction machines, including such vehicles as tractors, harvesters, road graders, backhoes, skid steer vehicles, telehandlers, and others are often provided with swivel seats to permit the operator to move to more than one working position. In recent years, many of the seats have been provided with spring loading systems, whether mechanical springs, air springs, or hydraulic springs, to make the ride for the operator more comfortable.

There are problems with the seat arrangements, such as the limited amount of room for the operator’s feet, which is exacerbated by the need to provide additional connections to the seat which may include electrical wires, pneumatic lines, or hydraulic lines, to provide the springing, control the seat movement, and provide connections to additional seat features such as intelligent armrests having a plurality of controls.

Providing enough slack to permit the seat to be swiveled through a significant angle results in a tangle of cables, wires, conduits and other connections that get in the way of the operator’s feet and legs.

What is needed, therefore, is an improved swivel seat base that has a central passageway for routing the various connections from the vehicle to the swiveling seat portion. It is an object of this invention to provide such a seat. This is provided by routing the operative connections through a more central passageway or aperture in the seat to allow the swivel, which permits the length of the connections to be reduced. This is enhanced by providing a swivel in the connections which reduces the twisting in the connections that (in the case of stiff connections such as hydraulic lines) can cause the seat to swivel back to its original position. It is an object of the system described herein to provide one or more of the foregoing advantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the first aspect of this invention, a swiveling seat is provided having a seat swivel with a central passageway disposed adjacent to the swivel axis of the seat and through which operative connections are carried from the seat to the vehicle. These connections may include hydraulic connections. The connections may include hydraulic swivel fittings in the hydraulic connections. The seat may be supported on a plurality of rollers. The rollers may be mounted to rotate about axes that intersect the swivel axis of the seat. The hydraulic swivel fittings may include two plates coupled together swivel about the swivel axis in which two hydraulic channels are provided that are configured to conduct two separate flows of hydraulic fluid through.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a partial fragmentary plan view of a swivel seat base.
Referring now to FIGS. 2-3, the upper portion of hydraulic line 124 extending from the hydraulic cylinder 108 to the seat base is coupled to port 142 in upper plate 144 of hydraulic swivel coupling 128. Port 142 is in fluid communication with a circular recess 146 formed in the bottom of upper plate 144 that is concentric with swivel axis 118.

A second circular recess 148 on the upper surface of lower plate 150 of hydraulic swivel coupling 128 is in fluid communication with circular recess 146 in the bottom of upper plate 144, and is also concentric with swivel axis 118. When upper plate 144 is swiveled with respect to lower plate 150, circular recess 146 remains in fluid communication with circular recess 148 and thereby provides a continuous path of fluid flow there between regardless of the relative angular positions of the upper plate with respect to the lower plate about swivel axis 118.

A second port 152 extends through lower plate 150 and intersects circular recess 148. The lower portion of hydraulic line 124 is coupled to port 142. In this manner, hydraulic fluid can be carried continuously from the upper portion of hydraulic line 124 coupled to the cylinder through the swivel connection to the lower portion of hydraulic line 124, through ports 142 and 152 and thence to valve 130 regardless of the relative swivel position of upper plate 144 versus lower plate 150 with respect to swivel axis 118.

A thin gasket 149 is inserted between upper plate 144 and lower plate 150 to prevent fluid from leaking out of the circular recesses, or from one pair of recesses to the adjacent pair of recesses. A bolt 151 (FIG. 3) extends through a central hole in plates 144, 150 and is secured thereto with nut 153 (FIG. 3).

A similar arrangement is provided for fluid communication between the upper portion of hydraulic line 126 that is coupled to and between hydraulic cylinder 108 and upper plate 144 and the lower portion of hydraulic line 126, which is coupled to and between hydraulic valve 130 and lower plate 150. The upper portion of hydraulic line 126 is coupled to a port 154 on upper plate 144.

Port 154 is in fluid communication with circular recess 156 in the lower surface of upper plate 144. Circular recess 158 in the upper surface of lower plate 150 is aligned with circular recess 156, which is in fluid communication with port 160. Hydraulic fluid is readily conducted from hydraulic cylinder 108, through the upper portion of hydraulic line 126, through ports 154 and 160, and thence to valve 130 regardless of the relative rotational positions of upper plate 144 with respect to lower plate 150 about swivel axis 118.

Bolts 162 extend downward through holes in lower plate 150 and are threaded into circular flange 164 which extends into aperture 140.

Hydraulic lines 124 and 126 pass completely through the apertures in the middle of seat swivel 112. To provide these apertures, the means of supporting swivel in position and permitting it to swivel about axis 118 are not disposed of very center of seat swivel 112, but are distributed further outward from that axis.

Referring now to FIG. 3, top plate 114 has a central aperture 122 that is aligned with central aperture 120 of top plate 114. A circular flange 170 is fixed to and extends upward from the top surface of bottom plate 116. Circular flange 170 has a slightly smaller diameter than circular flange 166 such that flange 170 can be received inside tube 166. A cylindrical bushing or bearing 172 is disposed between circular flange 166 and circular flange 170 to act as a shim and take up any excess tolerances in the joint between flanges 166 and 170. Bearing 172 is preferably made of a dense polymeric material such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), high molecular weight polyethylene, or polypropylene. Bushing 172 is press fit on inner circular 166 flange. Bushing 172 prevents the lateral movement (i.e. any movement in a direction perpendicular to axis 118 of top plate 114 with respect to bottom plate 116 of swivel 112.

A plurality of rollers (preferably three as shown here, or more) are fixed to cylindrical tube 168 to rotate about axes that are perpendicular to and intersect swivel axis 118. Roller 174 rotates about axis 176 and roller 178 rotates about axis 180. The third roller in this arrangement is not illustrated in the figures. It is disposed 120° away from roller 174 about axis 118 and 120° away from roller 178 about axis 118. Rollers 174 and 178 are disposed 120° away from each other about axis 118.

Each of the three rollers is supported on shafts 182 which extend through apertures in cylindrical tube 168, and are secured to cylindrical tube 168 with nuts 184.

Top plate 114 is secured to bottom plate 116 by two semicircular tracks 186, 188. These tracks extend in a semicircle around about axis 118 and have a “C”-shaped profile in cross-section, as best shown in FIG. 3. The tracks are attached to the assembly after the top plate 114 and the bottom plate 116 are assembled. They act as a race for the rollers and as a retainer to hold the top plate 114 and bottom plate 116 together and protect the rollers from corrosion and debris. The lower arm of the “C” is a track 190 on which the rollers roll. This track supports the weight of top plate 114 and all the components mounted on it. The upper arm 192 of the “C” extends across the top of the rollers and prevents the rollers and the top plate (to which they are coupled) from being lifted upward and off bottom plate 116. A circular wiper 194, preferably made out of a flexible material such as rubber, is fixed to the underside of plate 114 to abut the top of tracks 186, 188 and keep out dirt.

Having described the preferred embodiment, it will become apparent that various modifications can be made without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the accompanying claims. For example, more than three rollers may be employed. Instead of rollers, a circular thrust bearing may be used. The swivel joints in the hydraulic lines can be replaced with individual swivel joints, one disposed in line 124 and one disposed in line 126. In this arrangement, twisting within each hydraulic line 124, 126 would be eliminated, but the hydraulic lines 124, 126 would twist about each other when the operator swiveled the seat. Since the seat in most work vehicles is designed to swivel no more than approximately 180°, this would, at best, twist hydraulic lines 124, 126 together by about 180°. The embodiment illustrated above, however, prevents any twisting of the hydraulic lines together. The coupling need not be fixed to the floor. The coupling (or couplings if one is provided on each hydraulic line) may be permitted to float, supported only by the hydraulic lines that they couple together.
1. A swiveling seat for work vehicle, comprising:
   an operator seat having a pedestal;
   a seat swivel having a top plate on which the pedestal is
   fixed and a bottom plate, wherein the top and bottom
   plates are configured to swivel with respect to each
   other about a swivel axis, the seat swivel having a
   central aperture through which the swivel axis extends;
   at least one hydraulic line extending through the central
   aperture, the at least one hydraulic line including a first
   hydraulic swivel joint.

2. The swiveling seat of claim 1, further comprising a
   second hydraulic line extending through the central aperture,
   the second hydraulic line further including a second hydrau-
   lic swivel joint.

3. The swiveling seat of claim 1, wherein the first hydrau-
   lic swivel joint is configured to let ends of the at least one
   hydraulic line swivel with respect to one another when the
   top plate swivels with respect to the bottom plate.

4. The swiveling seat of claim 2, wherein the second
   hydraulic swivel joint is configured to let ends of the second
   hydraulic line swivel with respect to one another when the
   top plate swivels with respect to the bottom plate.

5. The swiveling seat of claim 2, wherein the first and
   second hydraulic swivel joints are coupled together to
   prevent the at least one hydraulic line and the second
   hydraulic line from twisting about each other.

6. The swiveling seat of claim 2, wherein the first and
   second hydraulic swivel joints are formed in a single unit
   having four ports, of which two ports are disposed in an
   upper plate of the unit and two ports are disposed in a lower
   plate of the unit.

7. The swiveling seat of claim 6, wherein ports on the
   upper plate communicate with ports on the lower plate
   through aligned circular recesses in abutting faces of the two
   plates.

8. A swiveling seat for work vehicle, comprising:
   an operator seat;
   a seat swivel having a top member on which the seat is
   fixed, a bottom member and a central aperture through
   both the top member and bottom member, wherein the
   top and bottom members are configured to swivel with
   respect to each other about a swivel axis;
   a first hydraulic line extending through the central apen-
   ture, wherein the at least one hydraulic line comprises
   a first hydraulic swivel joint fluidly coupling two ends
   of the hydraulic line together.

9. The swiveling seat of claim 8, further comprising a
   second hydraulic line extending through the central aperture,
   the second hydraulic line further including a second hydrau-
   lic swivel joint.

10. The swiveling seat of claim 8, wherein the first
    hydraulic swivel joint is configured to let ends of the first
    hydraulic line swivel with respect to one another when the
    top member swivels with respect to the bottom member.

11. The swiveling seat of claim 9, wherein the second
    hydraulic swivel joint is configured to let ends of the second
    hydraulic line swivel with respect to one another when the
    top member swivels with respect to the bottom member.

12. The swiveling seat of claim 9, wherein the first and
    second hydraulic swivel joints are coupled together to
    thereby prevent the first hydraulic line and the second
    hydraulic line from twisting about each other.

13. The swiveling seat of claim 9, wherein the first and
    second hydraulic swivel joints are formed in a single body
    comprised of an upper plate and a lower plate, wherein two
    ports are disposed in the body's upper plate and two ports
    are disposed in the body's lower plate.

14. The swiveling seat of claim 13, wherein the two ports
    on the upper plate are in fluid communication with the two
    ports on the lower plate by aligned recesses formed in
    abutting faces of the upper plate and the lower plate through
    which hydraulic fluid passes.
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